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Cause 12
Noisy Tongue-and-Groove Joint

The primary purpose of a tongue-and-
groove (T&G) joint is to force adjacent
panels to move up and down in unison.
This prevents damage to floor finishes
that can occur if adjacent panels are
permitted to move up and down inde-
pendently from each other.

Normally T&G joints fit tightly together
and are completely silent. In rare cases,
often due to damage during construc-
tion, the fit between the grooved panel
and the tongue of the adjacent panel may
be slightly loose. When these panels flex
under traffic they may emit a squeak or
popping sound.

Make sure that the noise isn’t from some
other nearby connection or contact
point, such as a floor-joist connection.
The previously listed squeak sources are
far more common than noises from a
T&G joint.

Solution – To silence a T&G-related
squeak the blocking and bridging method
described in Cause 5 will probably stop
the sound if there is access to the under-
side of the floor. Another solution is to
attach panel blocking to the underside of
the joint with construction adhesive and
with screws long enough to provide maxi-
mum penetration of the floor panel with-
out protruding through the panel surface.
See Figure 4.

If there is no access, remove the finish
flooring and install No. 6 flat-head wood
screws, spaced 3 inches o.c., 3/16 inch
from panel edge to penetrate the T&G. If
unable to determine which side of the
joint contains the T&G, install screws on
both sides of the joint. Predrill lead holes
for screws (use drill with smaller diameter
than screw shank). Use screws slightly
longer than the panel thickness.

Prevention – A fully glued floor system
will include the application of construc-
tion adhesive to the T&G joint. This 
not only minimizes the possibility of
squeaks but adds additional stiffness 
to the floor system.

FIGURE 4
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